POST WWII WARGAMES Catalogue

& # 039 ; NAM - FW910 - BATTLEFRONT MINIATURES
BATTLEFRONT NEW & # 039 ; NAM £25.00

.45 ADVENTURES (Rules for Gangsters/ Pulp Era)
Rules for Gangsters/ Pulp Era £8.99

ADVANCED WAR GAMES
Featherstone, Donald mint pbk reprint £13.99

AGAINST THE ODDS 46 : THE GOLAN HEIGHTS 1973
- Hex board wargames. Medium complexity, Average solitaire £29.50
 AGAINST THE ODDS: 33 MEATGRINDER: VIETNAM 1975
- Tactical hex based wargame. Medium complexity average solitaire 3.5+ hours £24.95

AGAINST THE ODDS: INTO THE BEARTRAP
The Battle for Grozny, 1995 Clash Wargames magazine with game. Volume 3 number 2 £25.00

AGAINST THE ODDS: SIX DAY WAR
- Magazine with hex board war Game Strategic level. £45.00

AGAINST THE ODDS: 33 MEATGRINDER: VIETNAM 1975
- Hex board wargame. Medium complexity average solitaire 3.5+ hours £24.95
 AGAINST THE ODDS: INTO THE BEARTRAP
The Battle for Grozny, 1995 Clash Wargames magazine with game. Volume 3 number 2 £25.00

ALGERIA 1954-1962
Wargame in a tin from counter-strike. colour map 200 colour pieces. Strategic game £14.99

AL-FAJR : 14 wargame scenarios based on the 2nd battle of Fallujah
For any squad to platoon level rules £18.50

ARMIEbs: TEAM YANKEE BOOK
- £10.50

ARC OF FIRE: Squad- Company level rules 1900-2000
Fisher &amp; Pringle excellent set of rules. 10mm-28mm back in print. Inf scenarios. plus armour etc data. Very good combined arms system £24.50

ARMCHAIR GENERAL: Wargames with Historical Miniatures
£15.99

ARMIES OF OCTOBER: Armies and Weapons of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War
Chadwick, Frank A comprehensive study of the belligerent armies available under a single cover. For the armies of Israel, Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the Palestinian Liberation Army. The Armies of October features: Army organization, doctrines, strengths and weaknesses. Detailed notes on equipment holdings. Orders of battle down to the battalion level. For Command Decision players we also include game organizations from division to battalion level and a complete list of weapons and combat vehicles with all game statistics. £27.50

BAR-LEV , THE 1973 ARAB-ISRAELI WAR - DELUXE THIRD EDITION -
COMPASS GAMES - £110.00

BATTLE FOR BRITAIN: Peter Dennis Paper soldiers
See under individual title (1066 : WARS OF THE ROSES: ENGLISH CIVIL WAR) £0.00

BATTLE FOR BRITAIN: Peter Dennis Paper soldiers
See under individual title (1066 : WARS OF THE ROSES: ENGLISH CIVIL WAR) £0.00

BATTLE FOR BRITAIN: Peter Dennis Paper soldiers
See under individual title (1066 : WARS OF THE ROSES: ENGLISH CIVIL WAR) £0.00

BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS: Solo Wargaming edition
Featherstone, Donald F. Don Featherstone presents fifteen small battles suitable for tabletop gaming. Many maps and diagrams, index, several appendix. £12.99

BATTLEFIELDS IN MINIATURE: Making Realistic and Effective Terrain for Wargames
Davies, Paul 256p. All colour ill. Mint hbk The terrain makers handbook £25.00

BATTLEFIELDS: Partizan Press & # 039 ; Wargames scenarios magazine
Bumper bundle 3 issue random sample. All periods covered Inc gaming ideas etc £11.50

BATTLEGROUP NORTHLAND: COLD WAR GOES HOT 1983 -- 10mm scale
Note how the we have a huge range of 10mm vehicles &amp; figures suitable for these rules on the Minifigs £19.50

BATTLES WITH MODEL TANKS 1914-1975
Featherstone & Robinson 130p. modern pbk reprint £12.99

BEAR MARCHES WEST
- 12 wargame scenarios set during a fictional Warsaw Pact invasion of West Germany in the 1980s. All the scenarios are based on battles depicted in well-known novels, and are designed to be used with whatever rules the players wish. £14.99

BEAR WENT OVER THE MOUNTAIN : SOVIET COMBAT TACTICS IN AFGHANISTAN
Hair, L W 220p, maps 47 various small unit actions £23.00

BLACK OPS : TACTICAL ESPIONAGE WARGAMING
Bowers, Guy Modern skirmish gaming rules: Historical, semi historical and hollywood £10.00

BLACK OPS: OSPREY RULES
Guy Bowers £10.00

BLUE WATER NAVY , THE WAR AT SEA - MEDIUM COMPLEXITY - 2 PLAYERS
COMPASS GAMES - £99.50

BOLT ACTION : KOREA SUPPLEMENT
WARLORD GAMES SHIPPING NOW £16.95

BORDER RAID: PILLAGE IN PROSCRASTOR. A MINI CAMPAIGN WITH A DIFFERENCE
Grant, Charles 80p. large format v well ill inc. colour. Latest in the series. Free play campaign. As ever, a C18th backboard but useful for any period you fancy. This volume is particularly transferable to WWII/Modern skirmish rules as it comprises small scale actions with small forces. £17.99

Bruce Quarrie & # 039 ;s Tank Battles in Miniature Volume 5: A Wargamer & # 039 ;s Guide to the Arab-Israeli Wars 1948-1973
Quarrie, Bruce classic reprint £13.99

BORDER RAID: PILLAGE IN PROSCRASTOR. A MINI CAMPAIGN WITH A DIFFERENCE
Grant, Charles 80p. large format v well ill inc. colour. Latest in the series. Free play campaign. As ever, a C18th backboard but useful for any period you fancy. This volume is particularly transferable to WWII/Modern skirmish rules as it comprises small scale actions with small forces. £17.99

Bruce Quarrie & # 039 ;s Tank Battles in Miniature Volume 5: A Wargamer & # 039 ;s Guide to the Arab-Israeli Wars 1948-1973
Quarrie, Bruce classic reprint £13.99

BORDER RAID: PILLAGE IN PROSCRASTOR. A MINI CAMPAIGN WITH A DIFFERENCE
Grant, Charles 80p. large format v well ill inc. colour. Latest in the series. Free play campaign. As ever, a C18th backboard but useful for any period you fancy. This volume is particularly transferable to WWII/Modern skirmish rules as it comprises small scale actions with small forces. £17.99

Bruce Quarrie & # 039 ;s Tank Battles in Miniature Volume 5: A Wargamer & # 039 ;s Guide to the Arab-Israeli Wars 1948-1973
Quarrie, Bruce classic reprint £13.99

CADWALLON : Free City
- Tactical roleplaying rules. designed for the RACHKAM range of figures but useful for any. Sumptuously designed full colour hardback £24.50

CD ROM BACK ISSUES FOR MINIATURE WARGAMES MAGAZINE- ISSUES 1 -25
- Fully printable. Others available see MINIATURE WARGAMES under magazines £16.50

CD ROM BACK ISSUES FOR MINIATURE WARGAMES MAGAZINE- ISSUES 301-325
- £16.50
CD ROM BACK ISSUES FOR MINIATURE WARGAMES - 12 different
- E mail us for details - EACH £16.50

CHARLIE DON#039;S T SURF: Vietnam wargames rules from Two Fat Lardies 6mm-28mm
- £19.50

CHECK YOUR SIX: JET AGE AIR WAR KOREA
- Scenario & campaign book £19.50

CHECK YOUR SIX: JET AGE AIR COMBAT & CAMPAIGN RULES
Fisher, Scott 2 or more players; 4-6 aircraft per side £29.50

CHECK YOUR SIX JET AGE: CRISIS IN KASHMIR: 1965 India Vs Pakistan
- scenario & campaign book. 19 scenarios £19.50

CLASS WARGAMES: Ludic Subversion Against Spectacular Capitalism
Barbrook, Richard 230p. ill. Fascinating account of the influence of Debov's Game of War; the activities of Class Wargames & their demonstration games; reports of battles and ideas for scenarios and games. Recommended for the thinking Wargamer £21.50

COLD WAR COMMANDER: wargaming 1946 onwards
Blitzkrieg commander variant. Battle from the First Indo-China War right up to the present day using miniatures on a tabletop. Command anything right up to a division and get result in 2-3 hours without becoming bogged-down in detail. Suitable for any scale miniatures from 2mm right up to 28mm and no re-basing required. £27.50

COLD WAR GONE HOT: Force on Force sup 4
2nd hand copy only - £17.50

COMMAND AT SEA: 4th edition rule books
loose leaf £17.50

CONGO: Darkest Africa rules from Studio Tomahawk
Glossy Rules and Card. template pack. You will need around 30 figures to play the game. In addition to the various troops at your disposal, you will be able to add some more than life and colourful characters as a newspaper correspondent, a big game hunter, the colonel's daughter, a withdoctor or a tribal warchief. £32.50

CONTACT: Canadian Army Tactical Training Wargame
- 11 Scenarios for CHECK YOUR 6 - JET AGE £22.50

CRUSADERS OVER &#039;NAM 1966-1968 - CHECK YOUR 6 - JET AGE
- 11 Scenarios for CHECK YOUR 6 - JET AGE £22.50

DON FEATHERSTONE'S LOST TALES
Featherstone, Donald Inc 12 sets of wargames rules 300BC-1945 + never before published military & wargaming reminiscences £13.99

DUKE SEIFRIED and the Development of American Miniature Wargaming Including Duke&#039;s Melee (1960) and Jim Getz&#039;s Napoleonique (1971)
- mint pbk £13.99

DISHDASH GAMES - £17.50
DESPATCHES NO.1 - SCENARIOS AND RULES FOR SKIRMISH SANGIN
DISHDASH GAMES - £17.50

DISPATCHES NO.2 - SCENARIOS AND RULES FOR SKIRMISH SANGIN
DISHDASH GAMES - £17.50

Discovering Wargames Series and Bill Lamming's Medieval Campaign and Battle Rules: Early Wargaming Rules Volume 5
Tunstill & Lamming 172p. more rules than you can shake an average dice at £12.99

DON FEATHERSTONE'S BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS
Featherstone, Donald Inc 12 sets of wargames rules 300BC-1945 0p-lus never before published military & wargaming reminiscences £13.99

DUKE SEIFRIED and the Development of American Miniature Wargaming Including Duke&#039;s Melee (1960) and Jim Getz&#039;s Napoleonique (1971)
- mint pbk £13.99

FATE OF A NATION: ARAB ISRAELI WAR RULES
- Battlefront s latest supplement. Inside you will find: - This history of the Six Day War. - The options to field an Israeli P&k#039;jugah Tank&#039;kim (Tank Company), P&k#039;jugah Ch#039;rir Mamochan (Motosised Infantry Company), or a P&k#039;jugah Tzhananim (Paratrooper Company). - The options to field a Unit Arab Republic (Egyptian) Kateybat Debabbat (Tank Battalion) or a Kateybat Moshaa (Infantry Company) dug in behind deep minefields and barbed wire. - The options to field a Jordanian Sareya Mudunar#039;aa (Armoured Squadron) or a Sareyat Mosha#039;aa (Infantry Company). - An in-depth Middle Eastern terrain guide. - A helpful Arab-Israeli Wars painting guide. £22.50

Flames of War Vietnam TOUR OF DUTY 1965-1971
This new 132 page Softback Sourcebook allows players to recreate some of the iconic battles of the Vietnam War on the tabletop in 15mm scale. Specifically outlined is the Battle of Ia Drang, the fighting in the Iron Triangle, the Battle of the Fire Base Coral, and Operation Lam Son 719. In full-colour, this book icontains an informative history of the conflict overall and each specific battle, it is packed with full-colour artwork, illustrations and maps as well as Army Lists for US, PAVN, ANZAC and ARVN forces. £15.50

FORCE ON FORCE: ROAD TO BAGHDAD
- supplement post free worldwide pre-order £12.50

FOX TWO REHEAT
Wargames Rules for Modern Air combat 1950-Present A&A - £8.00

FREE NATIONS - TEAM YANKEE - FW914 - BATTLEFRONT
Hardback supplement, contains background on the 4 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group, French Armee de terre, the Netherlands 1. Korps, and the Australian ANZAC Brigade. Three scenarios featuring the forces of Free Nations. A detailed painting guide to help you prepare your army £13.00

FROM GOLAN TO SINAI: THE arab-Israeli wars 1956-1973
- supplement to CLASH OF ARMOR RULES. Inc 6 scenarios £15.00

FUTURE WAR COMMANDER RULES
FEW ONLY £25.00

GENERAL QUARTERS TURN GAUGE - OLD DOMINION GAMEWORKS - GQ3
ODGW - £10.95

GUIDE TO MAKING & PAINTING MDF Laser Cut MDF Model Kits
- Descriptions of the kits - £18.99

HARPOON NAVAL ACCESSORIES Data Annex
Modern Naval Rules £19.99
HARPOON NAVAL REVIEW 2000
- £22.50
HARPOON NAVAL REVIEW 2003
Clash of arms journal for Harpoon. technical data, scenarios etc £20.00
HARPOON: WHITE ENSIGN
The Royal Navy & Commonwealth armies. from 1960 £19.99
HIGHWAY FM: Modern
near future Vehicle Combat / Dropping SKirmish wargames rules £9.50
HILL BATTLES: KHE SANH, VIETNAM SCENARIOS
OMM 12 SCENARIOS for Vietnam skirmish wargaming. £20.00
HIND COMMANDER: Modern Helicopter Warfare in miniature
Rules for Copter on Copter; ground assault; etc. Any scale of figures (Minifigs N Gauge modern helicopters would be perfect) £27.50
HISTORICAL GAMER: US wargames mag
Nice little miniature mag- usual mix of stuff. Flourished in the early 1990s BUMPER BUNDLE of 5 Random issue £10.00
HISTORICAL GAMER MAGAZINE 5: US Glossy miniatures mag
Ancient Romans: Gangster, Omaha scenario etc £5.00
HISTORICAL GAMER MAGAZINE US Glossy miniatures mag
SEE MAGAZINE SECTION OF WEBSITE FOR BACK ISSUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS £0.00
HOW TO PAINT 1/72nd MILITARY VEHICLES
- 104p. large format full colour. WWI + POST WWII £20.00
HOW TO PAINT WITH ACRYLICS FOR MODELLERS
- 104p. large format full colour. Brush, airbrush, metallics etc £15.99
HOW TO PLAY WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE
Joseph Morschauer 126p. Mint facsimile reprint of this pioneering Wargame set from 1962. ill £12.95
HOW TO... A GUIDE TO MODELLING 1)
Published by Wargames Illustrated. 14 re-vamped articles about building and Terrain modelling £4.50
HOW TO..... A GUIDE TO MODELLING 2)
- Published by Wargames Illustrated. 14 re-vamped articles about building and Terrain modelling £4.50
INNOVATIONS IN WARGAMING 1) DEVELOPMENTS IN PROFESSIONAL & HOBBY WARGAMES
Curry, J (ed) This book is about some of the key innovations in wargaming. - TEWT, Kriegspiel; Designing wargames rules; Imperial Staff games £14.99
KALT KRIEG OHNE HASS: Cold War without Hate
Flint, L Cold world variant of the well received WWII rules. ANy scale up to 15mm, could be used for larger 28mm £8.00
KEVIN DALLIMORE PAINTING AND MODELLING GUIDE; MASTER CLASS
Large format full colour essential guide- and eye candy of course NEAR MINT COPY (sorry, couldn't bring myself to call it Wargamer/#039;s Porn!) £59.50
KONFLIKT '47
Latest set of wargames rules from Warlord Games. Bolt Action, but with Mechs. Available to preorder £25.00
KONFLIKT 47
Konflikt 47 is a standalone game inspired by the hugely successful Bolt Action, adding to the core rules that many gamers are familiar with from Bolt Action. Konflikt 47 allows the addition of completely new types of units and models to existing 28mm Bolt Action armies and the creation of completely new forces set in the alternate future of 1947. Konflikt 47 will also give you the option to include £27.50
LANDSCAPES OF WAR: THE GREATEST GUIDE - DIORAMAS VOL. 1
- 112p. large format full colour. The most life like natural landscapes in scale of the most known combat environments. Trees, rocks, water, beaches, snow, and ice are depicted as never has been done. A complete research of the products available on the market in order to achieve the maximum realism in the shortest time. £21.50
Larry Bond's Harpoon - Ultimate Edition PC Game
Harpoon Ultimate Edition is the best and most comprehensive compilation of computer Harpoon games ever assembled! The two flagship products in the Harpoon line up, Advanced Naval Warfare and Commanders Edition come highly expanded and improved from their previous versions. More than twenty classic versions of Harpoon are also included! Harpoon - Ultimate Edition is the most powerful and complete modern naval warfare simulation on the market and a must have for any Harpoon fan! £40.00
LARRY BOND's HARPOON 3: Advanced Naval warfare
- Multiplayer Computer game by WAR GAMER. 1-6 players. 300 + modern warfare scenarios Mint in shrink wrap. special offer 1 only £29.50
LEOPARD - WEST GERMAN ARMY SUPPLEMENT FOR TEAM YANKEE
Latest supplement provides info for fielding West German forces £10.00
LEOPARD - WEST GERMAN ARMY SUPPLEMENT FOR TEAM YANKEE £10.00
Lionel Tarr & #039;s Modern Wargaming Rules 1939-1945: The First Modern Wargamer
- Classic rules, with previously unpublished material on the Eastern front campaign. £12.50
Little Cold Wars : Wargaming the Cold War Using Toy Soldiers
Gow, T Brings H G WELLS up to date, well up to the 1980s £12.50
LITTLE WARS : A GAME FOR BOYS
Wells, H G 110p. Ill facsimile pbk of the 1913 ed With an appendix on Kriegspiel £14.99
LIVING ON THE FRONT LINE: A Winter of & #039;79 Game- RULES for Civil war in the Disunited Kingdom
By Mike Bradford from a concept by Mike Hannam and Matthew Sparkes. Any scale of figures. A4 glossy skirmish rules for a small unit late scenario &amp; camp in the early eighties. Play Civilian Vs Military, Military Vs Military. Start your own breakaway group, fight to control you own part of the crumbling UK. The rules are also the core set for a series of £17.50
LIVING ON THE FRONTLINE: WILD GEESE SCENARIOS &amp; RULES FOR MODERN AFRICAN GAMING
Wayne Bollands. Large format full colour. Modern African scenarios. For any system Includes The Basci rules from LOTFL plus special in country add ons £17.50
LIVING ON THE FRONTLINE- A VIEW OF THE DISUNITED KINGDOM - Winter of 79 game supplement
Bollands, Wayne. A4 glossy supplement background with additional rules £17.50
LONG ROAD SOUTH: The Vietnam War
- 112p. large format full colour. WWII + POST WWII £20.00
M1 Abrams Tank (Images of War)
Green 184p. all colour photos £9.50
MAALINTII RANGERS - BATTLE BOOK 1 FOR SKIRMISH SANGIN
DISHDASH GAMES - £17.50
MAGAZINE FOR WARGAMERS
- 6 RANDOM COPIES A4 magazine UK 1980s Covered all periods. £10.00
Making Terrain and Buildings for Historical War Games
Hall & Sutherland near mint pbk 1 only £37.50
MAN AMONG MEN: Rhodesian Bush war 1964-1979
- Scenario and gaming supplement for post war skirmish rules, in particular SEEK OUT CLOSE & DESTROY £12.50
Masters in Miniature: Military History Re-created
Perry, Alan & Michael large format hardback. Stunning full colour photos of the Perry's amazing stuff, CRUSades to WW2 £20.50
Matchlock Miniatures Catalogue 10mm - 40mm
- Printed catalogue, SOME B & W & Colour illustrations. (Inc MINIFIGS 12mm/ N Gauge; Forgotten Front ; Two Dragons;
MDS; RPG Manufacturing; HLHSC 40mm Old West; Naval £2.50
Matrix Games for Modern Wargaming Developments in Professional and Educational Wargames Innovations in Wargaming
Curry & Price 5 matrix games: Falklands; Yugoslavia; Crisis in the Crimea; Civil war in Syria; Peace keeping in Afghanistan. A manual to help develop and run matrix games £12.50
Mayhem: Wasteland Warriors
2 Hour Wargames Gang warfare in the C21st skirmish rules £8.99
Mein Panzer: 01-202 Korean War Data Book
20th-21st CENTURY COMBINED ARMS WARFARE Any scale from 1/300th to 15mm £14.50
Mein Panzer: 01-303 Scenario Pack #3, Post WW2
Any scale from 1/300th to 15mm and USEABLE FOR ANY RULES 12 Scenarios ARab-israeli: Korea; Indo China £9.50
Mein Panzer: Korean War Data Book
- Supplement to this great set of 20th-21st CENTURY COMBINED ARMS Rules Any scale from 1/300th to 15mm £20.00
Mein Panzer: Mein Panzer Core System
20th-21st CENTURY COMBINED ARMS WARFARE Any scale from 1/300th to 15mm £28.50
Military Hobies: 1990's magazine
- Wargames, modelling re-enactment. 5 random samples £10.00
Miniature Wargames
- Longest running wargames mag on the market. Bumper bundle of 5 Random issues £10.00
Models for Wargamers Volume 3
Harwood, Tony 112p. Large format all colour photos. Guide to scratch building: Inc Mausoleums &amp; Tombs, Forges, Barns, Hover Tanks: Steampunk Planes, Watch towers, etc etc £17.50
Modern Africa Skirmish Wargames Scenarios 1 Somalian Intervention
- 7 games based on BLACK HAWK DOWN £2.50
Modern Africa Skirmish Wargames Scenarios 2 Marine
- 11 scenarios, easily convertible to any modern skirmish rules £12.50
Modern Africa Skirmish Wargames Scenarios 3 Tears
- SEAL OPERATIONS IN NIGERIA. 8 scenarios £12.50
Modern Africa: Rules for modern skirmish battles on the dark continent
Martelle, C Skirmish skirmish rules- 20mm-54mm. Inc air cover and artillery £14.50
Modern Spearhead Rules
- Latest edition now out £29.99
Modern War 38: Soyuz 81: Soviet Invasion of Poland
- Magazine based strategic Hex board game £28.50
Modulations and Light Techniques
- 100 p al colour ill. Lighting techniques for dioramas £21.50
Muskets and Tomahawks: Card Deck SEE - Redcoats &amp; Tomahawks Card Deck £7.75
Muskets and Tomahawks: Redcoats and Tomahawks Supplement
- £12.00
Muskets and Tomahawks: Token Set
- £7.75
Muskets and Tomahawks: 2nd edition
- Shipping now £24.00
Naval Sitremp
- 4 random issues of the Modern & WWII naval wargames mag. Largely for CLASH OF ARMS games, contain useful tech and scenario info for any rules £7.50
Naval Sitremp 40: Journal of the Admiralty Trilogy Game System
- Modern naval warfare mag. Inc scenarios. 30 pages A4 £4.50
Naval Sitremp: C20th & C21st Naval Wargames Magazine from Clash of ARms
SEE MAGAZINE SECTION OF WEBSITE FOR BACK ISSUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS £0.00
Naval Sitremp 46: Aircraft of the Spanish Civil War Special
Bond, Larry Magazine for the Clash of arm series of games. Q uick guide to all types with specs. 9 pages of 32. Inc other articles £4.25
Naval Wargames
- Featherstone, Donald mint pbk reprint £15.99
New Korean War Crisis: 12 Scenarios
- Modern Skirmish scenarios for any rules. £16.50
Nuts: Fire in Korea
- Korean war supplement for the very well received NUTS WWII skirmish rules. SCenarios; campaign game. Good solo play £14.50
Oil War: FW917 - Team Yankee
Battlereat Miniatures £10.50
Oil Wargames: Practical Tabletop battles for those with limited time & Space
One-Hour Skirmish Wargames: Fast-play Dice-less Rules for Small-unit Actions from Napoleons to Sci-Fi
Lamb Sheridan. John he basic rules are supported by sections which give special rules and scenarios to capture the flavour of a range of different periods £10.00
Operation Stryker Denial
Lacy, Bennett P 12 Scenarios based on the siege of Sadr City - Britton publishing. Scenarios for the Allied invasion of Iraq in 2004. Any scale of figure and any set of rules £18.50
Option 1985-2020: Modern Divisional Combat supplement. 6mm-28mm
- Panzer Korps Rules Variant- You will need the rules. Inc artillery & Airborne, Command structures, Comprehensive
SKIRMISH SANGIN : PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY - SCENARIOS
DISHDASH GAMES Modern skirmish gaming £21.00
SKIRMISH SECRETS OF WARGAMES DESIGN 6 : A Tablutop toolkit of ideas, Analysis and Rules
Simon, Wally skirmish rules and ideas from a variety of periods £18.50
SKIRMISH WARGAMING
Featherstone, Donald mint 11 scenarios . This edition includes 2 new scenarios & notes on Solo Wargaming. Mint pbk reprint £12.99
SNIPERS: DUCK DODGE & SHOOT - 1:1 skirmish rules
Birdseye, J Great little skirmish game for club night or demo games at shows by US veteran £11.99
SOLDAT II : historical miniature wargaming rules 1900 -1955
- 1:1 scale skirmish rules Largely infantry combat. Inc 26 WWII scenarios £19.50
SOLO WARGAMING
Featherstone, Donald mint pbk reprint £12.99
SOME CORNER OF A FOREIGN FIELD : ULTRA-MODERN SKIRMISH RULES
Moran. Matt Superb Back of a fag packet rules set- well. double sided A4. Written for squads of 4-15 models a side fighting at danger close ranges of 400m or less. Anxiety from Post WWII onwards £3.25
SPECTRE OPERATIONS: MODERN SKIRMISH GAMING
- The game mechanics within this book are realistic, fast paced and quick to learn, optimised for 2+ players with 4 - 40+ miniatures each side . .152 page softback A4 rulebook, full colour throughout. This is the second edition of Sperc: Operations, released in 2019. £25.00
SPRAGING WARGAMES : Multiplayer wargaming
Griffith, Paddy 260p How to create large-scale multiplayer games- either in large halls or on the internet. Includes examples played at the Imperial war museum and Sandhurst £14.99
STALIN&#039;s WORLD WAR III - A SWEEPING TWO-FRONT WAR IN 1953
COMPASS GAMES - £80.00
STEALTH INVASION: Ukrainian Crisis
large format. 10 scenarios. illus. the 2014 Ukrainian Crisis in squad- to company-level scenarios. These scenarios are not written with any specific rules in mind, and they should work well with most commercially available sets. £18.50
STORY OF ESCI 1967-2000
carbonel v well ill pbk £14.99
STRAIGHT LINE LASER POINTER
GBFG050 Avoid those unnecessary line of sight arguments £6.50
STRIPE STRIPES - US FORCES IN WORLD WAR III £10.00
TABLE TOP BATTLES
- very well received SIMPLE rules for any era. 6-28mm figs. Inc sea Siege: Campaign: fantasy, Solo wargaming and Aerial combat Uses a grid based system £13.50
TABLETOP GAMING issue 3 : Star wars special
- £6.00
TABLETOP WARGAMES: A DESIGNERS’ & WRITERS’ HANDBOOK
Friesley, Rick & Lambshied, John 150p.wel ill. Much more than just a guide to writing wargames rules!! Essential reading for any wargamer £13.50
- large format pbk reprint of these training set £16.99
Tanks: The Modern Age Starter Set-M1 vs T-64,
- Gates force nine/Battlefront - MINT STARTER SET + 1 MODERN Land vehicle code of your choice £19.99
TEAM YANKEE: AMERICA
- £10.50
THE ZONE : THE COLD WAR TURNS HOT- SKIRMISH WARGAMING IN THE LATE C20th
Wayne Bolland. Large format full colour paperback. Based on the highly playable rules devised for the Winter of 79 British Civil war series by Mike Bradford. Squad level gaming, 15mm-28mm and above NATO Vs WARSAW PACT IN THE 1980s £18.50
TOMORROW'S WAR : BY DAGGER OR TALON supplement to Osprey's SF wargames rules TEMP. OUT OF PRINT army lists, extra rules scenarios etc £0.00
Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club : US Navy over Vietnam. 1965-68 : Check your Six JET AGE supplement
- 28 Scenarios Plus historical background £21.00
TONY BATT'S ANCIENT WARGAMING incl SETTING UP A WARGAMES CAMPAIGN Hyboria plus ANCIENT WARGAMING Tony bath mint pbk reprint £14.99
VOLKS RMEE EAST GERMANS IN WORLD WAR III - TEAM YANKEE -
- £10.00
WAR GAMES
Featherstone, Donald Mint pbk. Revised and enlarged 2nd edition JUST OUT £12.50
WAR GAMES AND THEIR HISTORY
Lewin 230p. well ill in colour Fascinating history of early board wargames - to about 1960 £19.99
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS
Grant C S 150p. ill. All you need to know to set up your own campaigns. ALL periods- inc fantasy, all levels of experience £16.50
WARGAME THE..... PETER DENNIS Cut OUT SLDIERS
See under individual title (1066 : WARS OF THE ROSES: ENGLISH CIVIL WAR) £0.00
Wargamer 10 - Chinese Civil War 1946-49
As new, unprinted £25.95
Wargamer 28 - Port Stanley: Battle for the Falklands
As new - unprinted £29.50
WARGAMER'S GUIDE TO MAKING TABLETOP TERRAIN : Tales of a Wargames Widow volume 2)
Sutherland, Diane 88p. all colour illustrations. The 2nd volume in this series that mainly revises articles from BATTLEGAMES and MINIATURE WARGAMES. 16 articles including Frontier Forts; Tents; Arab Stockade; Saling ships; Tembes; Paddle Steamers, Balloons &amp; Zeppelins; Savannah Trees; Muti-Period Embassy Building; Paddy Field; Wadis; Bridges
This one includes a plane and a ship wreck £8.00

**WILD GEESE: SCENARIOS &amp; RULES.**
Wayne Bollands. Large format full colour. Modern African scenarios. For any system. Includes The Basic rules from LOTFL plus special in country add ons £17.50

**WORLD WAR III TEAM YANKEE BRITISH**
FLAMES OF WAR WWII BRITISH RULE BOOK £10.80

**ZONE, the: THE COLD WAR TURNS HOT - SKIRMISH WARGAMING IN THE LATE C20th**
Wayne Bolland. Large format full colour paperback. Based on the highly playable rules devised for the Winter of 79 British Civil war series by Mike Bradford. Squad level gaming, 15mm-28mm and above NATO Vs WARSAW PACT IN THE 1980s £18.50